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SIMPLY STUNNING

COMPILED BY L.41REN BROOMHAM

Its the little things like a custommade vanity or a bold-coloured tile that can turn a plain bathroom from drab to fob.

White we afl dream of having a huge,
glamorous bathroom in which to
pamper ourselves, the reality is often
quite different So smaller details,
such as stylish fittings and sleek
accessories, can make all the
difference to this private space.
Here, floor-to-ceiling tiles make
this bathroom feel much larger than
it is, while the deep-red vanity adds
a vibrant splash of colour to the
pared-back palette.
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Frecier, up your batfiroorn with a
beautiful vanity and classic accessories.
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Indulgence Collect.'" towels

Mar,. Blue, prced fro.
11.55 for a face war-her to
559.95 for a bath sheet.
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heskeEs. $16.59 at
WEA.

CLASSIC 'DESIGN
Neal fg Compact rooms,
the Harvard rangi4,1

tarware fnim Raymor
features conterarKirari
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veall-miounted vanity
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4:cuss-handle taps with

brie, eltrume finish and
,a-all.-tam1nt.1 assemblies

that are perfect for when
you want to change the

loar uf your bathit,m.
Available tad us0..ely

through Tradelmk stores
nationally; it priced
from S305.

HP TO BE SQUARE
3,ve your bathtub a crlie, Indust' .
Inspired look with this Scondro Wan
Spout by Paco Jaanson, its
distincove box shape and elortcyated
design mi,,, luxury and styie for an
instant INir
".rn tiodate,
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CONTEMPORARY STYLE
Pace Jaanson has released its must in nuva tiVc range

of rn Eaters yet with the ultra-modan Back la oCetS

designed by Giulio Lacchetti. inspired by the bottle
to hold e'try preciou5 drop, 11.05 wall raiser with
spout is made frurn higb-quall.ity finish splicl htass
and is: 8ure to ,,,rdit any srvle

iyarkroorn.
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